Family Favourite Recipe to make:
_______________________________
from the ____________family.

If you would prefer your dish to remain anonymous then please leave this
space blank.

Ingredients:

Notes:

Instructions:

Why is this a family favourite? What makes
it special?

p

Serves
______
People

Dear Parent,
As part of our fundraising this year we have decided to launch:

‘A FAWGS Family Favourite Recipe Book’
This will include all of your best homemade dishes; this could be savoury or
sweet, or even be anything from a preserve to a drink. We are asking each family
to decide on their favourite recipe, maybe one that has been passed down
through the generations or maybe one that you as a family have made up
yourselves and love! All we ask is that the recipe works and tastes delicious.
You will find attached a blank recipe card, which we would be grateful if you
could fill in and return to the school office by Friday 10th March. Late recipes
might not be included.
We are going to ask the children in the school to draw a small picture of their
favourite dish which will then be published in the book. The book will then be
sold locally to raise funds for the school. Our aim will be for a big launch at the
School Fete this summer, so make sure you buy/order your copies on the day!
We are also trying to include a donated recipe from a celebrity family, which will
not only help sell our book but it will give your family the opportunity to be
published alongside somebody famous….. so watch this space!
If you know of any businesses who would like a featured advertisement in our
book, please leave your details with Mrs Agland in the school office and we will
contact you in due course.
Many thanks from
Kirsty Agate and Melanie Meaden
The FAWGS Committee.
N.B If your recipe needs cooking don’t forget to include the oven temperature.
Instructions can be numbered or lettered. Measurements to be given if possible
in ‘g’. We would also appreciate a close up colour photograph of your dish, some
of these will also be printed. (We might even try making your dish and then take
a photograph of it ourselves to publish. We cannot however guarantee that it will
look the same, so if you do NOT wish us to do so then please cross this box ☐)

